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The main purpose of this note is to determine for a p-soluble group G, which 
irreducible Z,G-modules A have the property Hi(G, A) = 0. We prove the 
following theorem, and use it to obtain a cohomological characterisation of 
p-supersoluble groups. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a p-soluble group and let A be an irreducible Z&G-module. 
Then Hl(G, A) = 0 if and only if G has no complemented chief factor isomorphic 
to A. 
Analogous results hold for soluble Lie algebras, and are proved by largely 
analogous methods in the accompanying note “First cohomology groups of 
soluble Lie algebras.” 
All groups and modules considered are finite. 
LEMMA 1. Let N be an abelian normal subgroup of G, and let A be a G/N- 
module. Then the transgression map 7: Hl(N, A)G -+ H2(G/N, A) of the Lyndon- 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence maps f E Hl(N, A)G = Hom,(N, A) to 
r(f) = -f*(h), where h E H2(G/N, N) is the cohomology class of G as an 
extension of N by G/N, and f *: H2(G/N, N) -+ H2(G/N, A) is the map induced 
by f. 
Proof. Essentially following Hochschild and Serre [l], we take the standard 
complex, C”(G, A) = {f 1 f : Gn ---f A} with filtration @OCn = Cn and 
@Y? =(fE Cn lf(g, ,...,g,) = 0 whenever n --Q: + 1 of the gi are 
in N} for OL > 0. The element f E Hom,(N, A) may be regarded as an 
equivalence class of elements of Cl(G, A), two functions being equivalent if they 
coincide on N. We choose a representative 4 of this class such that 84 E Q2C2. 
It then follows that (S$)(g, , g2) depends only on the cosets g,N, gaN, and hence 
may be regarded as an element of Z2(G/N, A). The cohomology class of this 
element is I by the definition of the transgression. 
We choose a system of coset representatives for N in G, denoting the represen- 
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tative of gN by g and taking 1 as the representative of N. For g, , g, E G and 
n, , n2 E N, we have 
where z E Z2(G/N, N) and h = x + B2(G/N, N). We define 4: G + A by 
~$(gn) = f(n) for g E G and n E N. For gi = gjni , we have 
Wkl > g2) = &>“” - Kw*) + &2> 
= fh)“” - fbTn&,N gzN>) + f(4 
= -fMQ? x2W, 
since f: N + A is a G-module homomorphism. Thus I = -f*(h) as 
asserted. 
LEMMA 2. Let N be an abelian minimal normal subgroup of G and let A be an 
irreducible Z,G-module. Let r: H1(N, A)G - H2(G/N, A) be the transgression map. 
Then 
(a) 7 = 0 if G splits over N, and 
(b) 7 is injective if G does not split over N. 
Proof. (a) If G splits over N, then h = 0 and I = -f*(h) = 0 for all f. 
(b) Iff # O,fEH om,(N, A), then f is invertible and it follows that f * is 
also invertible. Since G does not split over N, h # 0 and so T(f) = -f*(h) # 0 
for all f # 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) Suppose H1(G, A) = 0 and that A is isomorphic 
to a complemented chief factor of G. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. 
Then N acts trivially on every p-chief factor of G, and hence acts trivially on A. 
From the exact sequence 
0 -+ H’(G/N, A) -+ H’(G, A), 
we have Hl(G/N, A) = 0. Since A is an irreducible Z,G/N-module, by induction 
on 1 G 1 we have that A is not isomorphic to any complemented chief factor of 
G/N. By assumption, A is isomorphic to such a chief factor of G, so we have 
A ‘v N and G splits over N. In the exact sequence 
H’(G, A) - H’(N, A)G 4 H”(WY A), 
we have H1(G, A) = 0, H1(N, A)G = Hom,(N, A) # 0, and 7 = 0 by 
Lemma 2, contrary to the exactness of the sequence. 
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(b) Suppose G has no complemented chief factor isomorphic to A. Let N 
be a minimal normal subgroup of G. We use the exact sequence 
0 -+ Hl(G/N, AN) ----f H1(G, A) ---+ H1(N, A)’ A H2(G:‘N, AN). 
If N acts nontrivially on A, then AN = 0. If N acts trivially, then 
H’(G/N, A) = 0 by induction. Thus in either case, we have H’(G/N, AN) = 0. 
If 1 N / is prime to p, then H1(N, A) = 0 and it follows that ZP(G, A) = 0. 
Suppose p divides 1 N 1. Then N acts trivially on A and H1(N, A)C = 
Hom,(N, A). If N is not isomorphic to A, then H1(N, A)G = 0. If N is iso- 
morphic to A, then by our assumptions, G does not split over N and, by 
Lemma 2, T is injective. In either case, the result follows. 
Remark 1. The assumption that G is p-soluble cannot be omitted from 
Theorem 1. If G is a nonabelian simple group, then no &G-module is isomorphic 
to a chief factor of G. But if HI(G, A) = 0 f or every irreducible &G-module A, 
then H1(G, A) = 0 for every Z,G-module A, whether irreducible or not. This 
implies that ( G / is prime to p. 
Remark 2. Theorem 1 does not extend to the higher cohomology groups. 
Let G be a p-soluble group having irreducible &G-modules A, B such that 
A @ B has a composition factor not isomorphic to A or B or any complemented 
chief factor of G. (For example, we may take G to be the cyclic group of order 2 
with A, B nontrivial one-dimensional &G-modules. We then have A @ B 
the trivial Z,G-module.) By replacing G by a factor group, we can ensure that G 
acts faithfully on A @ B. By defining 
(u, 6, c)(a’, b’, c’) = (u + a’, b + b’, c + c’ + a’ @I 6) 
for a,u’~A, b,6’~B and c,c’EA@B, we make P=A@B@(A@B) 
into a p-group with Frattini subgroup Q(P) = P’ = A @B. Since G acts 
faithfully as a group of automorphisms of P, we can form the split extension E 
of P by G. By our choice of A and B, an E-chief series of P’ has a factor H/K 
not isomorphic to A or B or any complemented chief factor of G. Clearly, H 
and K can be chosen such that no such factor appears in an E-chief series of 
PI/H. Since H < CD(P) < D(E), E/K does not split over H/K. Thus 
Hz(E/H, H/K) # 0, but E/H has no complemented chief factor isomorphic to 
H/K. 
DEFINITION. Thep-chief dimension of thep-soluble group G is the maximum 
of the dimensions over iz, of the p-chief factors of G. We say that the group G is 
p-supersoluble if it is p-soluble with p-chief dimension at most 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a p-supersoluble group and let A be an irreducible Z,G- 
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module of dimension greater than 1. Then A is not in the principal block, and 
H”(G, A) = 0 for all n. 
Proof. The minimal i&G-projective resolution of Z, lies entirely within the 
principal block. Hence if A is an irreducible &G-module not in the principal 
block, then H”(G, A) = 0 for all n. Thus the second assertion follows from the 
first. 
Let N be the largest p-nilpotent normal subgroup of G. Then N is the inter- 
section of the centralizers of the p-chief factors of G. For each p-chief factor H/K 
of G, G/%&H/K) acts faithfully on H/K, and so is cyclic of order dividingp - 1. 
Thus G/N is abelian of exponent dividing p - 1. If A is in the principal block, 
then N is in the kernel of the representation. Thus A is an irreducible G/N- 
module. But G/N is abelian of exponent p - 1 and the ( p - 1)th roots of unity 
lie in Z, . Thus every irreducible i&G/N-module is one-dimensional, and A 
cannot be in the principal block. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a Jinite group. Then G is p-supersoluble ;f and only ;f 
H1(G, A) = 0 for every irreducible H,G-module A of dimension greater than 1. 
Proof. If G is p-supersoluble and A is an irreducible i&G-module of 
dimension greater than 1, then H1(G, A) = 0 by Lemma 3. Suppose conversely 
that Hr(G, A) = 0 for every irreducible &G-module A of dimension greater 
than 1. If G is a nonabelian simple group, then it follows as in Remark 1, that 
p does not divide 1 G I. The result holds if p does not divide 1 G / or if 1 G 1 = p. 
Thus we may suppose that G is not simple. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup 
of G. If A is an irreducible Z,G/N- module of dimension greater than 1, then 
H1(G, A) = 0. From the exact sequence 
0 -+ Hl(G/N, A) + H1(G, A), 
we conclude that Hl(G/N, A) = 0. By induction, G/N is p-supersoluble. 
Let B be an irreducible i&N-module of dimension greater than 1, and let A 
be the induced &G-module. Then A, regarded as Z,N-module, is a direct sum 
of modules conjugate to B. Thus A has no one-dimensional Z!,G-composition 
factors. Therefore Hl(G, A) = 0. But Hl(N, B) N H1(G, A). Thus H1(N, B) = 0 
for every irreducible &N-module of dimension greater than 1. By induction, 
N is p-soluble. If 1 N / ’ p IS rime to p or if 1 N j = p, then G is p-supersoluble. 
If j N 1 = pr with r > 1, then H2(G/N, N) = 0 by Lemma 3, and N is a 
complemented p-chief factor of G. We then have Hl(G/N, N) # 0 by Theorem 1, 
contrary to assumption. 
Remark 3. Neither Lemma 3 nor Theorem 2 extends to p-soluble groups 
of p-chief dimension greater than 1. The matrices 
i 2 0 0 3 1 and ( 0 4 4 1 i 
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over Z, generate a group G N SL(2,3). If we take A, B to be two-dimensional 
&G-modules affording this representation of G, then A @ B is the direct sum 
of the trivial module and a three-dimensional irreducible module. The con- 
struction of Remark 2 gives a soluble group I? with a minimal normal subgroup C 
of order 53, such that E/C has 5-chief dimension 2 and E does not split over C. 
Thus fP(E/C, C) # 0 even though dim C > 5-chief dim E/C. Also, by 
Theorem 1, we have Hr(E, V) = 0 for every irreducible &E-module V of 
dimension greater than 2, but 5-chief dim E > 2. 
Note added in proof. Since writing this paper, I have been informed that Theorem 1 
has also been obtained by W. Gaschiitz and Theorem 2 by U. Stammbach. 
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